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Abstract Private sector bodies can be important owners
and managers of conservation areas. However, little is
known about the extent, scale and scope of private protected
areas. Understanding and defining the characterizations of
private protected areas are problematic, as private sector
involvement in protected areas can involve an array of dif-
ferent tenure arrangements, management approaches and
levels of control. This review examines the challenges of
developing protected area categorization beyond the tradi-
tional state-led model. We review private protected areas in
Kenya and Tanzania, exploring their tenure, the nature of
the private sector organizations managing them, and the
extent of control exercised within them. Drawing on this we
develop a working typology with the aim to encourage fur-
ther discourse amongst the conservation community on the
emerging phenomenon of private protected areas.
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Introduction

In the 20th century the dominant conservation strategy
(in the USA, Western Europe, and in former colonial

territories) was the establishment of protected areas
through state action (Adams, 2004). However, private
nature reserves have long been important in European
conservation. In the second half of the 20th century land-
holdings by conservation trusts in a number of industrial-
ized countries grew substantially; for example, the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds and the National Trust
in the UK, and The Nature Conservancy in the USA
(Tunbridge, 1981; Dwyer & Hodge, 1996). The conservation
of biodiversity on private lands was an important element
of public policy in many countries, not only in Europe
(Kleijn & Sutherland, 2003; Rafa, 2005) but in the USA
(Bernstein & Mitchell, 2005; Newburn et al., 2005), Aus-

tralia (Figgis et al., 2005), and in many developing countries
(Langholz & Lassoie, 2001; Langholz, 2002; Adams, 2004).

A major reason for this was the growth of the global
nature-based tourism industry, wildlife-based photo tour-
ism and recreational hunting (Christiansen et al., 2005).
Thus in southern Africa a substantial game ranching in-
dustry developed on former cattle ranches, based on safari
hunting and photo tourism enterprises (Suzuki, 2001; Wels,
2004). Landholding conservation NGOs expanded their
operations to developing countries, and wealthy individuals
also purchased land to establish private reserves or con-
servancies (Chudy, 2006).

There is increasing acknowledgement of the importance
of the private sector to conservation strategies in the 21st
century (Langholz & Lassoie, 2001; Mitchell, 2005). The
Convention on Biological Diversity’s programme of work
on protected areas comments on the importance of
recognizing and promoting ‘a broad set of protected area
governance types [including] private nature reserves’
(CBD, 2006, Prog. Element 2: Specific Goal 2.1) and the
Global Environment Facility has committed to developing
a private sector strategy (GEF, 2007).

However, there is no definitive definition of a private
protected area. A varied terminology exists: terms such as
private conservancy, private park, and private reserve are
used widely and loosely. In 2003 the World Parks Congress
defined private protected areas as land parcels of any size
that are predominantly managed for biodiversity conser-
vation, protected with or without formal government
recognition and owned or otherwise secured by (1) indi-
viduals, (2) communities, (3) corporations, or (4) NGOs
(Mitchell, 2005). However, confusingly, these categories of
ownership overlap with the four governance categories also
adopted by the World Parks Congress (Recommendation
V.17): (1) the state, (2) private owners, (3) indigenous and
local communities, or (4) protected areas co-managed by
groups of stakeholders (Mitchell, 2005).

Koontz (1998) defined private sector operations as
‘activities outside the public sector that are independent
of government control, usually, but not always, carried on
for a profit’. Usher & Bennett (2003) suggested the wide
range of private operators can include individual or family
owned businesses, publicly listed companies, organizations
with management structures that rely on donations from
private entities, corporations or membership subscriptions
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independent of state funds, and organizations with in-
dependent management structures that may receive fund-
ing from government but have an ability to refuse such
funds, and referred to them all as private sector conserva-
tion enterprises. Such an enterprise may own and manage
a private protected area, or simply manage land owned by
another party (e.g. the state). This distinction between
ownership and management is critical (Kramer et al.,
2002). When the private sector conservation enterprise both
owns and manages a private protected area its level of control
and freedom of action tends to be much greater. Many
private sector conservation enterprises manage land over
which they are not owners. For example, in Africa state-
owned protected areas are being managed under contract by
private companies (e.g. the Mozambican company SRN,
which manages the Niassa Reserve in Mozambique), or by
foreign not-for profit organizations (e.g. African Parks,
which manages the Nechisar National Park, Ethiopia). The
creation of contract national parks in South Africa is an
example of the reverse process, with the state paying private
owners (or communities) so that their land can be in-
corporated into the management of a neighbouring national
park (Magome & Murombedzi, 2003). In other contexts,
private sector conservation enterprises have made alliances
with local community partners in developing private pro-
tected areas on community held land, where the private
operator manages the area and provides the community who
own the land with dividends from ecotourism operations.

IUCN currently defines six categories of protected areas
based on management objectives (IUCN et al., 1994), and
these categories have helped set international standards for
accounting and comparisons of protected area systems
(Bishop et al., 2004). These do not consider the issue of
protected area ownership and governance. The need to
extend protected area categorization in this way was
debated at a workshop on Governance of Protected Areas
in Sub-Saharan Africa (IUCN-CEESP, 2003) and at the
Fifth World Parks Congress in 2003 (Bishop et al., 2004;
Langholz & Krug, 2004). The Congress recommended
extension of protected area categories to include private
protected areas and those managed by local and indigenous
communities (Recommendation 19.5 [i]).

Langholz (1996) defined private protected areas as areas
.5 ha managed to preserve land in an undeveloped state
and permitting visitors (see also Langholz & Lassoie, 2001;
Langholz, 2002). However, Langholz’s 10 subcategories of
private protected areas mix the purposes of the protected
areas (hunting, ecotourism, personal retreat) with the
identity of their owner. Neither the actual form of tenure
(ownership, lease, customary tenure, management agree-
ment) nor the extent of control (the freedom of operation
of the managers, such as exercising trespassing laws against
non-authorized entrants, through to mixed use, open
access areas) are specified.

Here, we propose a definition of a private protected area
as an area of land of conservation importance that is
directly under the ownership and/or management of
a private sector conservation enterprise for the purpose of
biodiversity conservation. This purpose may be singular
(i.e. the entire mission of the organization is conservation),
or it may be concurrent with other objectives (such as
a business venture or other social imperative). We define
private sector conservation enterprise to include all non-
state bodies or organizations that may be involved in either
the management and/or ownership of private protected
areas, from corporate institutions and limited companies
through to private individuals and trusts. We note that,
following Koontz (1998), community groups may in many
cases be defined as private sector conservation enterprises,
being bodies outside the public sector and independent of
government control. Their motives, management mecha-
nisms and rights, and their use of commercial activities (e.g.
tourism) to generate income, may be similar to those of
private individuals and organizations. This question of
community groups as private sector conservation enter-
prises warrants further attention but is beyond the scope of
this study.

In this review we examine the challenges of categorizing
private protected areas, drawing on a survey of owners and
managers of private protected areas in Kenya and Tanzania.
We explore the extent and scale of private protected areas,
the forms of tenure under which they are held, the nature of
the private sector conservation enterprises managing and/
or owning them, and the range of rights these organizations
exercise. Through this review it becomes clear that there are
a wide range of diverse approaches in private protected area
management and ownership in this region, and the com-
plexities of attempting to contextualize these into a working
typology soon become apparent. The aim of this review is
to attempt to develop such a typology as a step towards
encouraging further discourse on this topic within the
international conservation community.

Methods

We reviewed published and grey literature and contacted
a range of institutes and organizations to identify candidate
private protected areas in Kenya and Tanzania. We then
interviewed private protected area managers and owners,
government officials and associated NGO representatives
in Kenya and Tanzania during September-November 2005.
A snowball approach was used, with each stage of the
process analytically triangulated to ensure the body of data
was complete and representative (Salganik & Heckathorn,
2004). The following interviews were undertaken: 20 semi-
structured interviews with private sector operators (12 in
Kenya; eight in Tanzania, many of whom had multiple
protected area landholdings or sites under management);
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25 self-filled questionnaires sent to other operators
throughout the region by post, e-mail and fax (18 out of
32 returned in Kenya; seven out of 10 returned in Tanzania);
11 semi-structured interviews with legislators, institutions
dealing with land laws, and associated NGOs and conser-
vation organizations in the region.

The questions in both interviews and questionnaires
focused on land tenure arrangements, size of private
protected area, year of establishment, motivation for
establishment, extent of surrounding or integral human
communities, relations with neighbours and the state,
finance mechanisms, benefit-sharing regimes, and the
challenges faced by the enterprise in establishing, owning
and/or managing the private protected area. The survey did
not capture all private protected areas in Kenya and
Tanzania. However, we believe it covered the scope of
approaches to private protected area ownership and man-
agement in the region.

Extent of private protected areas

Our survey found that in Kenya private protected areas
cover a total area of 797,068 ha, i.e. 1.4% of the terrestrial
land area (Table 1). For comparison, 4.5 m ha of land is
officially gazetted as protected by the state (8%). Of this,
3.4 m ha is managed by the Kenya Wildlife Service, with
a further 1.1 m ha set aside as forest reserves or similar
designations under state management through local au-
thorities (WDPA, 2006).

In Tanzania the WDPA database (2006) indicates
a much larger area of conservation land under some form
of state management (26.5 m ha, 28% of the terrestrial land
area). Of this, 4.1 m ha is officially gazetted as having
protected area status under state management (through
Tanzania National Parks), with a further 22.4 m ha set aside
as Game Reserves and Forest Reserves under state man-
agement through local authorities, the Division of Wildlife,
and the Forestry and Bee-Keeping Division. In Tanzania
12.6 m ha of land has private protected area status
according to our definition (13.3% of all land in Tanzania;

Table 1). However, 4.2 m ha of this represents hunting
concessions within Game Reserves, and is already counted
in the state protected area statistics; c. 80% of Tanzanian
private protected area land is hunting concession.

Individual private protected areas in Kenya and Tanzania
vary in size (Fig. 1). Most are 10,001-25,000 ha but private
protected areas in Tanzania are larger, with 51% of such areas
being .200,000 ha, reflecting the size of hunting blocks.
Landholding by private sector conservation enterprises
started in 1971 in Kenya and 1982 in Tanzania but in both
countries the number of private protected areas increased
rapidly in the mid to late 1990s, reflecting a growing interest
in proactive conservation management from private sector
operators in Kenya, and demands from clients and the
public, and changes in hunting legislation that demanded
operators engage in conservation activities in Tanzania.

Tenure regimes

Kenya

In Kenya 25% of private protected areas are under long-
term private ownership (e.g. the Lewa Conservancy),
a further 38% are under group-ranch ownership (such as
the Shompole Project), and 16% are on land actually owned
by the state (but managed by private sector conservation
enterprises), such as the Mara Conservancy (Table 2).
Eighteen per cent of private protected areas are leased
directly by private sector conservation enterprises (e.g.
Rukinga Wildlife Sanctuary and Ol Lentille Sanctuary),
with lease durations of 10-500 years. Some private protected
areas are on rented land (3%), with an arrangement
between local land owners and a private sector conserva-
tion enterprise, such as the Campfire Conservation Project
at Koiyaki-Lemek group ranches. Land tenure laws in
Kenya are complex. The Registered Lands Act of 1963 (in
combination with the Transfer of Property Act) governs
individual ownership of land, although numerous other
Acts and policy documents refer to various tenure arrange-
ments currently possible under Kenyan law.

TABLE 1 The extent of protected areas (PA) and private protected areas (PPA) in Kenya and Tanzania (from our survey, see text for
details, and WDPA, 2006).

Kenya Tanzania

Land area (ha) 58,037,000 94,509,000
(i) IUCN Category I-IV PA (ha)1 3,435,933 4,102,905
(ii) Forest/Game Reserve (ha)1 1,071,412 22,358,725
Total PA (i) + (ii), ha (% land area) 4,507,345 (7.8%) 26,461,630 (28.0%)
PPA land gross, ha (% land area) 797,068 (1.4%) 12,565,676 (13.3%)
PPA land net, ha (% land area)2 797,068 (1.4%) 8,374,576 (8.9%)

1From WDPA (2006)
2There is a difference between the gross and net values for private protected areas in Tanzania. The gross figures include all those areas that can be defined
as private protected areas but some of these areas are already accounted for in (i) and (ii). The net value gives only those areas that are currently not
recognized by the WDPA (2006) as protected areas.
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Private protected areas on group ranches
The commonest Kenyan private protected areas are on
group ranches (38%, Table 2). More than 400 group
ranches are registered (or are in the process of registration),
under the Land (Group Representatives) Act 1968. Group
ranches are defined as ‘demarcated area[s] of rangeland to
which a group of pastoralists, who graze their individually
owned herds on it, have official land rights’ (Kameri-
Mbote, 2005). Group is defined as ‘a tribe, clan, section,
family or other group of persons, whose land under
recognized customary law belongs communally to the
persons who are for the time being the members of the
group’ (Land Adjudication Act [rev.1977], CAP.284, p.5).

Group ranches face various problems, including: pop-
ulation growth and dispute over appropriate land use; poor
governance, with disputes over boundaries and disposses-
sion because of default on payments to finance institutions
where the land has been used as collateral (Mironga, 2004);
government policy that favours individual (rather than
group) tenure and agriculture (rather than pastoralism),
leading to land speculation, group ranch subdivision and
sale (Kameri-Mbote, 2005). These factors have led to the
subdivision of many group ranches under individual title
deeds (Woodhouse, 2003). Such subdivision has led to loss
of wildlife migratory routes, diminished dispersal areas and
increased human/wildlife conflict (Wayumba, 2004).

The emergence of private protected areas on these lands
has been driven by agreements between ecotourism oper-
ators (as private sector conservation enterprises) and group
ranches (as owners of the land) and usually involve the
group setting aside land as a private protected area in
return for a share of the tourist revenue and other benefits
(e.g. employment). Examples of such operations are the
Shompole and Il Ngwesi group ranches. Early promoters of
group ranch private protected areas were predominantly
expatriate entrepreneurs (58% of private protected areas in
this category). However, this mode of operation has also
proven attractive to group ranch members themselves, and
42% of private protected areas have involved group ranches

actively seeking private sector partners. Some subdivided
group ranches are considering regrouping their lands
through arrangement with private sector conservation
enterprise operators. For example, Koiyaki-Lemek Group
Ranch on the border of the Maasai Mara is working with
Campfire Conservation Ltd to turn a large area that has
already been subdivided into 1,006 plots (with 1,006

different title deed holders) into a conservation area, with
all the owners renting their areas to the conservancy in
exchange for a share of the tourism revenues. This suggests
there is a potential for private protected area development
to reverse the trend of group ranch subdivision (and its
consequential impact on biodiversity).

Private protected areas on land owned by private
individuals
In Kenya 25% of private protected areas are held under
long-term individual ownership. European colonial settlers
obtained freehold tenure of farms and ranches giving
‘absolute ownership of that land together with all rights,
and privileges relating thereto’ (Mironga, 2004). After
Kenyan independence such land was transferred to long-
term leasehold of 999 years. In recent years some private
ranch owners have created private protected areas (often
called conservancies), usually with an ecotourism venture
to generate revenue. These private protected areas are
predominantly held by descendents of European settlers.
Respondents viewed conservation as a sustainable long-
term management option for their land. The only alterna-
tive for uneconomic cattle ranches would be subdivision
and sale, as for group ranches. Under the draft Kenyan
constitution (2005: Section 83 [1] and [2]) the length of
leases will probably be reduced from 999 to 99 years to
bring them in line with other leased areas in Kenya. This
could have repercussions for the future sustainability of
these private protected areas, especially in the light of
experiences in Zimbabwe (Wolmer, 2005). However, in our
survey individual owners expressed no explicit fear of
a challenge to their rights as landholders.

Other private protected areas
Of the remaining private protected areas, 16% are under
state ownership in areas such as Trust Lands, which are
decreed under the Trust Land Act (Cap288) of 1939 (Table
2). The local county council holds the land for the ‘benefit
of the persons ordinarily resident on the land [for] public
purposes or for such other purposes as the county council
may think is beneficial’ (Wayumba, 2004). These areas were
not taken for European settlement during the colonial
period nor subsequently consolidated or registered in
a group or individual’s name (Kameri-Mbote, 2005).

Examples of this kind of private protected area include
the Ngare Ndare Forest Trust in Laikipia and the Mara
Triangle (the north-western portion of the Maasai Mara).
This latter area is held in trust by the Transmara County
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FIG. 1 The sizes of individual private protected areas in Kenya
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Council, which has an agreement with the Mara Conser-
vancy, an NGO. This conservancy, in cooperation with
Earthview Ltd, has exclusive management rights over the
area in exchange for ensuring the Council receives the
appropriate portions of revenue from the conservancy gate
fees and other ecotourism operations in the region. The
NGO also ensures that revenue sharing takes place with
nearby communities (in group ranches that have not
subdivided) and manages anti-poaching activities in the
area on behalf of the Council.

The remaining Kenyan private protected areas (21%,
Table 2) are leased directly from the Kenya Department of
Lands for a fixed yearly rent, or overall fee or rental, for
a set duration at a set rate (negotiable and subject to various
considerations such as location, size of area, and infra-
structure). An example is Rukinga Wildlife Sanctuary,
which is on the site of the old Galana Ranch and has
now been bought by an American company, Wildlife
Works Ltd. They run it as a private wildlife sanctuary with
revenue coming from a ‘discovery centre’ and research post
on site, and an eco-factory sourcing and making local
products for export.

Tanzania

In Tanzania all land is ultimately owned by the state, and
may only be leased by companies for set periods of time, no
longer than 99 years. Foreign owned companies must lease
land through the Tanzania Investment Commission on the
mainland, and through the Zanzibar Investment Promo-
tion Agency on Zanzibar.

Private protected areas in leased hunting blocks
Our survey showed that the most common form of tenure
for private protected areas is through hunting blocks leased
from the government (78%, Table 2), with 122 hunting
blocks, regulated through the Wildlife Conservation Act of

1974 and the 2000 Tourism Hunting Regulations. Hunting
companies can lease these blocks for 5 years, during which
time the Department of Wildlife sets a hunting quota. The
Tourism Hunting Regulations require hunting companies
to: have a community development component to their
operations (i.e. there must be some sort of alliance with
nearby communities providing tangible community de-
velopment assistance); conduct anti-poaching activities
independent of state assistance (i.e. hunting companies
must be responsible for safeguarding wildlife against illegal
offtake); develop the block’s infrastructure (e.g. provision of
roads, boundary maintenance where needed and appropri-
ate, conduct research).

Hunting blocks are in Game Reserves, Game Controlled
Areas, Wildlife Management Areas, and Open Areas, which
have different utilization and access rights. In Game
Reserves local people do not have the legal right to occupy
or have access, no vegetation cutting or tree felling is
permitted without a government licence, and hunting,
grazing of livestock, and cultivation are not permitted. In
Game Controlled Areas there can be villages (but not urban
areas), inhabitants can farm and graze their livestock, and
hunt if they obtain a licence from the government (al-
though the quota for any professional tourism hunting
operation will be considered when deciding whether to
issue a permit to a local person).

In Wildlife Management Areas accredited village asso-
ciations can gain management rights over an area and
receive quotas for wildlife utilization. By the start of 2006

only two such Areas existed, although more are in the
process of being created. Many of these, however, have yet
to be formally registered under the Wildlife Act 2002. In
such cases the village associations themselves may be
regarded as private sector conservation enterprises, al-
though they may choose to form an agreement with
another, separate private sector conservation enterprise,
such as a hunting company, to work and manage such

TABLE 2 Payment type and tenure arrangements for private protected areas (PPA) in Kenya and Tanzania, with percentage in each
category.

Payment type Tenure arrangement
PPA
Kenya (%)

PPA
Tanzania (%)

No yearly fee State owned 16 2
Long-term individual ownership (.500 yr) 25 0
Group ranch customary tenure (.500 yr) 38 0
Total 79 2

Yearly, or overall payment to Department of Lands Leased from state 101-500 yr 3 0
Leased from state 51-100 yr 12 6
Leased from state 36-50 yr 0 0
Leased from state 10-35 yr 3 4
Leased from state ,10 yr 0 0
Land is under a rental agreement 3 0
Total 21 10

Yearly payment to Department of Wildlife Leased Hunting Block NA 78
Informal payment to local villages Informal rental agreement 0 10
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TABLE 3 The range of management regimes in private protected areas (PPA) in Kenya and Tanzania, with percentages and examples of
each type.

Management

PPA
Kenya
(%)

PPA
Tanzania
(%) Examples

Sole management:
private sector
conservation
enterprise management
agents operating
independently

Nationally registered
ltd companies

22 12 Kenya Oryx Ltd (managing Loisaba Private
Wildlife Conservancy); Kisima
project in Rumuritu & Athi River Ranch
Tanzania Lukwati Game Reserve;
concessions under African
Bush Hunting Company

Private individuals 13 2 Kenya Borana Game Sanctuary; Ol Malo Project
Tanzania A private wealthy individual
(Grumeti Reserves)

Registered community
organizations

9 0 Kenya Tungai Conservancy & Kalama Community
Conservation; project on Gir Gir ranch

Other sole management 19 2 Kenya Overseas registered ltd
companies (e.g. Rukinga Wildlife
Sanctuary); overseas-based NGOs
(e.g. Ol Pejeta Conservancy);
nationally-based NGOs (e.g. Kipini
Wildlife & Botanical Conservancy)
Tanzania A nationally registered
ltd company (CCAfrica, Mnemba Island)

Joint management:
private sector
conservation enterprise
management agents
operating through
collaborative/
joint arrangements

Joint collaborations between
nationally registered ltd
companies & registered
community organizations

22 0 Kenya Lekurruki Group Ranch & Tassia Lodge;
Namyunak Conservancy & Sarara Lodge;
Shompole Project & Art of Ventures

Joint collaborations between
a nationally registered ltd
company & nationally
based NGO

0 47 Tanzania Luganzo Game Controlled Area
managed between Robin Hurt Safaris Ltd &
Cullman & Hurt Community Wildlife NGO

Joint collaborations between
overseas registered ltd
company & nationally
based NGO

0 23 Tanzania Maswa Game Reserve managed
between Tanzania Game Trackers
Safaris Ltd & Friedkin Conservation
Fund NGO

Joint collaborations between
nationally registered ltd
companies & non-registered
community organizations

6 10 Tanzania Areas in the Yaeda Valley managed
between Dorobo Safaris Ltd & the village council

Other joint management 9 4 Kenya Nationally registered ltd companies &
non-registered community organizations (Cottars
1920s camp & local village group; Campfire
Conservation Ltd 1 cross-sections of Koiyaki &
Lemek Group Ranches); overseas registered
ltd company & a non-registered community
organization (e.g. the Himili Morowa Hotel 1

Mulikani & Mtotana CBOs in Ozi);
nationally registered NGO & a local
authority (e.g. The Mara Conservancy);
registered local community organization &
local authority (e.g. the Naibunga Trust)
Tanzania An overseas registered company & a
local authority state body (CCAfrica’s sites on
Klein’s Camp & Mnemba Island 1 the
associated state body)
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areas. Whilst these collaborative arrangements can be
made, the village associations cannot sublease the area to
another private sector conservation enterprise (such as
a company). Thus, any agreements are relatively informal
between the village concerned and the private company.

Hunting blocks in Open Areas are freely accessible to
local people, who may also hunt in the area if they obtain
a licence from the government. Regulations over utilization
are more relaxed in these areas than in Game Controlled
Areas.

Hunting companies take different approaches to their
responsibilities under the Tourism Hunting Regulations.
Some are far more effective than others. For example, The
Cullman and Hurt Community Wildlife Project charge
their clients a 20% community fee additional to the game
fee, which is then divided between neighbouring commu-
nities for pre-approved programmes. Additionally, they
independently hire game scouts from within the commu-
nities to patrol the area and safeguard wildlife. However,
not all hunting operators have conservation as a top
priority, and the figures and information presented here
represent only those hunting companies who have proac-
tively shown that biodiversity conservation is a primary
mission of their organization’s existence, and in these
instances the land under their management may be
regarded as a private protected area.

Private protected areas on other land leased from the
Government
Ten per cent of the remaining Tanzanian private protected
areas are leased formally from the Government Depart-
ment of Lands for a fixed yearly fee in the same way that
any regular business operation leases land (Table 2). In
Klein’s Camp, the operator (CCAfrica), has a concession
from the government to manage the area whilst the tenancy
remains with the state. In the Chumbe Island Marine
Protected Area, land of conservation value (forest reserve
and coral reef sanctuary) is managed by a private company
(CHICOP) through contract with the state, whilst the area
within the private protected area that is utilized for eco-
tourism activities is being leased directly by the Company.

Private protected areas on rented land
In 10% of cases private protected areas have been created
through an informal arrangement whereby a local com-
munity rents their land to a private sector conservation
enterprise on a yearly basis for a set fee (Table 2). This
relatively informal arrangement can be attractive to private
sector conservation enterprises as they obtain exclusive
tourism access and management influence over particularly
important sites held by local communities and not available
for lease from the government. This also avoids the
restrictive, and often expensive, government mechanisms
surrounding legal leasing arrangements, where fees are
often set arbitrarily. The requirement for ‘proof of financial

profit’ for any limited company wishing to become estab-
lished in Tanzania also limits the flexibility of private sector
conservation enterprise agents to invest in unprofitable
biodiversity conservation and local community work.

Management regimes and rights

Our survey has shown that private sector conservation
enterprises managing private protected areas can have
a range of different rights over the utilization of the land
under their management (Table 3). Their freedom of
operation and their rights in any given area are often
related to the land tenure arrangements and/or the agree-
ment established with the state or the local community
concerned. Some private sector conservation enterprises
have sole management rights over an area. These include
nationally registered limited companies, private individu-
als, and registered community organizations. Other private
protected areas are subject to joint management arrange-
ments: collaborations between nationally registered limited
companies and registered community organizations or
nationally based NGOs, between overseas registered limited
companies and nationally based NGOs, and between
nationally registered limited companies and non-registered
community organizations.

We define the three levels of management rights of
private sector conservation enterprises recorded in our
survey as low, medium and high:

Level 1, low The right to control development and the
shared rights to generate revenue from the land. This allows
the private sector conservation enterprise the right to
manage how the land is used, including decisions concern-
ing infrastructure development. However, this does not
include the right to limit access to the land by other
individuals, or the right to preclude others from undertak-
ing revenue generating operations on the land (such as
ranching of cattle or handicraft sales to tourists), although
it does allow the private sector conservation enterprise the
right to direct and control where on the land any such
activities may be conducted, and enable particular conser-
vation/species-based set-asides.

Level 2, medium This includes all of the development
rights of Level 1 plus the exclusive rights to generate
revenue from the land. The private sector conservation
enterprise has the right to control all revenue generating
operations on the land and prevent others from attempting
to engage in any revenue generating operations (such as
curio trading or cattle grazing).

Level 3, high This level includes all of the rights of
Levels 1 and 2 plus the right to control access to the area
(and deny access, excluding others from entering an area
under the trespass laws). This enables a management
regime most similar to a traditional state managed pro-
tected area.
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Nearly all managers of private protected areas in Kenya
(84%) had Level 3 rights. These managers can prohibit entry
under Kenyan trespass laws just as the Kenya Wildlife
Service can control entry in strict state protected areas. Of
the remaining Kenyan private sector conservation enter-
prises, 10% have Level 2 rights over both development and
revenue generating options but not over access, and only 6%
had Level 1 rights over issues of development alone. All of the
operations experiencing these low-level rights were private
protected areas managed through joint collaborations be-
tween limited companies and local community bodies.

In Tanzania 80% of the non-hunting private protected
areas also have Level 3 rights over the regulation of entry to
the area, much in the same way as a state park may control
access. In 41% of private protected hunting areas the private
sector conservation enterprises also have Level 3 rights, and
these are predominantly in hunting blocks based in legally
recognized Game Reserves. In the remaining private
protected areas the private sector conservation enterprises
have only Level 1 rights over development in their area,
meaning that cattle grazing and agriculture may take place.

Discussion

This survey of the owners and operators of private
protected areas in Kenya and Tanzania reveals that a com-
plex mix of state, civil society and private sector organ-
izations are involved in the management and governance of
private protected areas. The range of possible interactions

and collaborations between state, private and communal
bodies (and even tri-sector partnerships between all three)
is potentially bewildering.

These case studies are merely a snapshot of the growing
phenomenon of private protected areas globally. Little is
known about the scale and scope of private protected area
growth internationally, the efficacy of private protected
areas in meeting biodiversity imperatives, and the associ-
ated social impacts of such initiatives. It is critical to
address this lack of knowledge to enable government
decision makers to construct appropriate legal frameworks
to ensure private conservation practices are implemented
appropriately, supported politically, and managed in such
a way as to meet vital concurrent social imperatives. Our
study confirms the observation of Langholz (2002) that ‘as
private reserves continue their quiet proliferation . . . we
desperately need to characterize this growing phenomenon
and ascertain its potential contribution to biodiversity
conservation’.

In response to the call to categorize private protected
areas (WPC, 2003, recommendation 5.19), the complexity
of institutional arrangements observed in this survey has
significant implications. The existing IUCN categories for
protected areas (IUCN et al., 1994) are insufficient to
express these complexities adequately. Some of the hunting
concessions in Tanzania would currently qualify under
IUCN criteria as category VI protected areas (‘Managed
Resource Protected Area: a protected area managed mainly
for the sustainable use of natural ecosystems’; IUCN et al.,

TABLE 4 A typology for private protected area (PA) categorization (see text for details).

Category Landholder
Management
organization

Relationship of management
organization to landholder Name

1a Individual (ownership or lease) Individual Same: management agent as landholder Individual
Private PA

1b Individual (ownership or lease) Individual Operator different from landholder Private PA
2 Business corporation

(ownership or lease)
Business corporation Same: operator is landholder Private

Corporate PA
2b Business corporation

(ownership or lease)
Business corporation Operator different from landholder Corporate PA

3 Conservation trust
(ownership or lease)

Conservation trust Same: operator is landholder Conservation
Trust PA

4a Community or community trust
(ownership, trust or lease)

Community Same: operator is landholder Community
Controlled PA

4b Community or community trust
(ownership, trust or lease)

Individual, business
corporation,
conservation trust

Leasehold, joint tenure with owners,
management agreement, concession

Joint Private-
Community PA

4c Community or community trust
(ownership, trust or lease)

Community or
community
owned business

Leasehold or management agreement Community PA

5a State Individual, business
corporation,
conservation trust

Leasehold, joint tenure with state,
management agreement, concession

Conservation
Concession

5b State Community or
community
owned business

Leasehold, joint tenure with owners,
management agreement, concession

Community
Conservation
Concession
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1994). However, the extent to which management effec-
tively promotes conservation varies.

Effective private protected area categorization will need
to consider two dimensions: the nature of the landholder
(individual, business corporation, community organiza-
tion) and the nature of the management organization
(private company, corporation, private individual, commu-
nity group or joint company/community organization). We
offer a typology based on these factors (Table 4). The 10

categories capture important dimensions of the complexity
of private protected areas in Kenya and Tanzania but are
preliminary, and offered as a basis for debate, refinement
and adaptation to other contexts.

The typology does not take account of the management
purpose of the private protected area (the extent to which
the explicit purpose of the area matches any given criteria
of the objectives of conservation) or the management
effectiveness of the private protected area (the extent to
which a private protected area achieves its specified aims).
Additionally, the titles given to the range of private
protected areas in the typology do not indicate the level
of control (management rights of Levels 1-3 described
above) that the management organization has over the
private protected area.

To include all of these additional concerns into a typology
would require a third dimension, and be too complex to be
a useful contribution to the purposes of providing interna-
tional frameworks for protected area systems (Bishop et al.,
2004). However, once the challenges of categorizing private
protected areas are addressed, it is these questions of how
private protected areas are managed, how effective they are
in meeting both conservation goals and concurrent social
imperatives of protected area management, the possible role
of the international conservation community in private
protected areas, and the political ramifications and potential
for sustainability that should be the focus of discourse
concerning private protected areas.
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